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Dear Hr. Jones:

Subject: Request for Additional Information - Shearon Harris FSAR

A number of areas requiring additI|Ional information pqve been identified by the
staff's review of your responses to Reactor Systems questions. The specific
requests are listed in the Enclosure. Please provide the responses, amend
your FSAR accordingly, and inform us of your schedule for providing the
responses.

Please contact N. P. Kadambi if you have any questions regarding this request.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Request for Additional Information

cc w/encl.: See next page

Janis Kerrigan, Acting Chief
Licensing Branch No. 3
Division of Licensing
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ENCLOSURE

RE(VEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

RESULTING FROM REVIEW OF

SHEARON HARRIS FSAR

DOCKET NOS: 50-400 & 50-401



440-1

$40-0--: '. REACTOR SYSTEMS

440.114

(5.4.7)

Your response to question 440.20 did not provide adequate infor-

mation to determine~compliance with BTP RSB 5-1. Address the

following items.

l. Are the steam generator power-operated relief valves safety

grade?

2. Specifically, what portions of the CVCS systems are assumed to

function, and what is their safety grade classification'

3. Is the auxiliary spray valve safety grade?

4. Provide a discussion of operability of all systems and compo-

nents from the control room. The implementation table for

RSB 5-1 states, "compliance will not be required if it can be

shown that correction for single failure by manual- action...",
etc. Any actions assumed outside the control room will require

justification which should include single failure assumed,

operator accessabi lity, test which demonstrates the feasibility
of the operator actions, and alarms and indications to assist

the operator .in, performing these actions.

440.115

(5.4.7)
The response to question 440.23 did not discuss the procedures

available to the operator for responding to the lifting of an RHR

relief valve or what alerts the operator to the opening of RHR

relief valves as requested.

440.116

(5.4.7)
The response to question 440.24 did not'ddress items 2 and 3.

Specifically, address alarms and indications which will alert the

operator to air bound conditions of the RHR pumps and further
operator actions to correct the malfunction.





440-2

440.117

(5.4.7)
The response to question 440.32 did not address the possibility
that interlocks may cause more than one valve or component to fail
simultaneously. In your design, are there any interlock failures
that could cause mone than one valve or component to fail?

440. 118

(6.3)
In your response to question 440.34 you indicate failure of more

than one steam dump valve has a low probability.,If this could be

caused by a single failure of a control grade system it is con-

sidered a credible failure and should be addressed.

440.119

(6.3)
()uestion 440.39 response should be updated to provide the specific
information requested following the development of Shearon Harris
procedures based on the Emergency Response Guidelines (ERGs).

440 ~ 120

(6.3)
Expand your response to question 440.41 to include consideration of
the possibility that the ECC accumulator isolation valves may be

closed with power removed and certain charging and/or SI pumps may

have their circuit breakers open for low temperature overpressure

considerations.

440.121

(6.3)
Regarding your response to question 440.42, the spurious movement

of a motor-operated valve is considered to be a single fai lure.
WCAP-8966 ha's not. been. approved by the staff for generic reference.
Such failures that would prevent the ECCS from performing its
function for each mode of ECCS should be corrected. Identify these

valves and means of correction. Specifically, address failures of
all hot leg injection valves and failure (open) of the containment

sump to containment spray pumps valve.

440.122

(6.3)
Concerning your response to question 440.44 wherein scale model

testing of the containment recirculation sumps is to be conducte'd,

provide the proposed test procedures and results for NRC approval
and acceptance.
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440-3

440. 123

(15.0)

The response to question 440.66 is not complete as it asked for
each event analyzed in Chapter 15 and your Table 440.66-1 only

lists moderate frequency events. Also, there is no indication that

operator error has been considered as the worst failure.

440.124

(6.3 8I 15.0)

The response to question 440.67 mentions Seabrook loading sequence,

but does not state whether this is applicable for Shearon Harris.

Provide correction to your response.

440.125

(15.1.2)
The response to question 440.69 references a reactor trip as a

result of turbine trip. Is this a safety grade trip signal at

SHNPP? FSAR Section 7.2.1.1.2(f) indicates that no credit is taken

in any of the safety analyses (Chapter 15) for the reactor trip on

turbine trip. Provide an evaluation of the Chapter 15 analysis to

verify that credit is only taken for safety grade trips.

440.126

(15.1.2)
Provide or reference the sensitivity study which indicates that the

increase in feedwater flow transient with automatic rod control is
the worst case. What features at Shearon Harris would account for
this difference from other recently reviewed Westinghouse designs.

440.127

(15.2.3)
The response to question 440.74 did not clarify the various time

delays and what are included in the delays. Provide further explana-

tion so i't is easily understood exactly what events occur at .the

various times and what is included in, the delays.

440.128

(15.2.8)

Provide an assessment of the response to question 440.79 versus the

response to question 440.65(2) with verification that the analysis
of the feedwater system pipe break assumes no operator action. The

response to question 440.65 indicates that operator action is
required.

440.129

( 15.4.6)
The response to question 440.87 is incomplete as valves mentioned in
the opening paragraph did not match the Table 440.87-1 valve list.
Provide a discussion which lists all valves capable of causing a boron=

di lution during refueling and specifically list for each valve the

administrative controls employed to prevent a boron dilution.



440"4

440.130

(15.4.6)
Concerning your response to question 440.88, verify that potential
sources of boron dilution which could originate from the contain-

ment spray system have been evaluated and factored into dilution
prevention measures luring shutdown.

440.131

(15.4.6)
Your response to question 440.89 is incomplete. Provide verifica-
tion that your boron dilution analysis assumes that all fuel
assemblies are installed in the core.

440. 132

(15.5)

Your response to question 440.93 is not clear. Would the power

increase caused by the injection of cold unborated water change the

transient scenario? If so, provide verification that this does not

present a worse case transient.

440.133

(15.6.3)
The response to question 440.95 is not acceptable. You stated,
"Assuming the secondary pressure is equal to the steam generator

safety valve pressure, the break flow would be stopped." This is
true on'1y if the primary pressure is reduced to the setting of the
lowest set S.G. safety valve or secondary PORV.

440.134

(15.6.3)
The response to question 440.96 is.not acceptable. The response

states that actions necessary to terminate break flow include
terminating safety injection flow. You also mention that
primary system pressure remains above the faulted S/G pressure.
This fact alone precludes termination of break flow. Also, your
response to question 440.95 stated that maximum safety injection
flow throughout the transient is assumed. This means the operator
cannot terminate safety injection. Your response states that 30

minutes is considered as adequate time to terminate releases from

the faulted S/G. In light of the recent S.G.T.R. experience of
another PWR, additional justifications are necessary to veri'fy the
30 minute termination criteria.



440-5

440. 135

(6.3)

440. 136

In your response to question 440.107 you stated, "The operator

has the ability to isolate the rupture." Provide a discussion

on the assumed operator action which list alarms and indications

which alert the operator to the need for action and the time

frame available for the operator to complete the action. This

discussion should also cover other alarms or operator actions

which could be expected during this same time frame.

Your response to question 440.33 did not address the possibility

that the RWST immersion heaters could cause water vapor to

collect in the vent line and subsequently freeze. Over a period

of time, the vent lines could freeze shut. Provide a discussion

to address this scenario.

440.137 The supplied Table 440.61-2 for your response to question 440;61 lists
rated steam flow as 15.14 x 10 lb/hr while the FSAR lists6

rated steam flow as 12.2 x 10 lb/hr. Provide clarification to6

thi s apparent di screpancy.

440.138 The response to question 440.80 still requires additional clarifi-
cation as to when exactly in the transient analysis the feedwater

lines are purged and cold auxiliary feedwater is delivered to the

intact steam generators. The FSAR states, "A 60 second delay

was assumed following the low-low level signal to allow time for
startup of the standby diesel generators and the auxiliary feed-

water pumps. An additional 317 seconds was assumed before the

feedwater lines were purged and the relatively cold (120 F maxi-0

mum) auxiliary feedwater entered the unaffected steam generators".

This totals up to 377 seconds from the low-low level signal.
Your response states that auxiliary'feedwater starts at 94.5

seconds and the feedwater lines are purged at 270 seconds at

which time .auxiliary .feedwater is delivered to the intact steam

generators'his leaves a time discrepancy of 107 seconds between

the FSAR and your response. Provide additional clarification to
the assumed conditions for this analysis and justification for
these conditions.



440" 6

440.139 The response to question 440.6 does not Supply the comparison

of Shearon Harris parameters to all the parameters in Table 2;2
'f

the topical report. Provide the requested comparisons..

440. 140 The values requested in question 440.12 will be required to com-

plete the review of the low temperature overpressure protection
system. Provide a schedule for submittal of these values.
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